CHICAGO STYLE GUIDELINES, 17TH ED. – AUTHOR DATE FORMAT

Note that Chicago Style has two formats: Notes Bibliography for humanities, and Author Date for the sciences and social sciences. The Purdue OWL website has instructions mainly for NB, and this handout is for Author Date. For more information, consult the Chicago Manual of Style, 17th ed. available at the library at Z253 .U69 2017, or online at http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html See a sample Author Date paper at https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/717/10/

In the Author Date system, sources are briefly cited parenthetically in the text, by author’s last name and year of publication. Each in-text citation matches up with an entry in a reference list, where full bibliographic information is provided.

IN-TEXT CITATIONS

In the Author Date system, an in-text citation should appear in parentheses at the end of the sentence. It should feature the first two elements from the reference list: the author’s name, and the date of publication. If the author’s name appears in the text, simply put the date in parentheses right after it. Page numbers may be added for clarity. Do not include additional editor or translator names.

(Smith 2016, 315–60)

(Grazer and Fishman, 2015)

If there are three or fewer authors, list them all:

(Keng, Lin, and Orazem, 2017)

If there are four or more authors, type only the first name and then use et al.:

(Bay et al. 2017, 465)

If the paper cites more than one source from the same author published in the same year, differentiate by putting letters after the date in both the citation and the reference.

(Chomsky, 1996a)

REFERENCES

The reference list is titled simply “References.” Entries are alphabetical by author and have hanging indents, double-spaced between each title. If there is more than one title by the same author on the reference list, insert a 3-em dash (———) instead of repeating the name after the first entry.
For a **book with one author**:


**A book with multiple authors** will list all names in full, with ’and’ at the end (no ampersand):


For an **ebook**, include a URL or the name of the database in the reference list entry. For other types of e-books, name the format. If no page numbers are available, cite a section title or a chapter, if any:


If a **book has an author AND an editor or translator**, put the editor’s/translator’s name after the book title. Do not abbreviate *Edited* or *Translated*:


For a **chapter in a book or ebook** (such as a collection of essays), include the chapter author, the title of the piece in quotation marks, and the editor. Put *In* before the title of the book:


For **journal articles**:


For **journal articles consulted online**, include a URL or the name of the database in the reference list entry:


For **websites**, if no publishing date is given on the webpage put *n. d.* for no date and give the date of access.


For **interviews**:


Some examples taken from the Chicago Manual of Style online tutorial.